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The International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) new financial
interconnectedness agenda, developed in response to postcrisis calls from
G20 to better understand systemic financial institutions, deploys a critical
approach that stresses the spatial, political, and institutional dimensions of
cross-border financial networks. It portrays global banks as key nodes in
those networks, “super-spreaders” of systemic risk through complex busi-
ness models that involve yield search, regulatory and tax arbitrage. Yet this
critical view does not translate into its policy advice at country level. In
regular surveillance of developing countries, the IMF remains committed to
a benign view of transnational banking, even when confronted with
growing cross-border fragilities. During crises of cross-border banking, the
IMF tailors its conditionality to minimize domestic regulatory challenges
to cross-border banking models and to propose crisis measures that create
new profit opportunities for transnational banks.

Introduction

Financial interconnectedness became a salient political issue immediately
after the collapse of Lehman Brothers. Global banks, and their cross-
border networks, came under unprecedented scrutiny as governments
around the world recognized their role in financial contagion (Helleiner
and Pagliari 2011). In its spring 2009 meeting, the G20 mandated the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), the newly created Financial Stability
Board (FSB), and the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) to design a
framework for assessing the global systemic importance of financial insti-
tutions, markets, and instruments. Six months later, the three organiza-
tions jointly presented the results of a survey asking countries to identify
fundamental concerns about systemic risk (International Monetary Fund,
Bank For International Settlements, and Financial Stability Board 2009).
Respondents named interconnectedness as the second most important
determinant of systemic relevance (after size), a policy problem in urgent
need of solutions. Then, in October 2010, the IMF published its first Under-
standing Interconnectedness staff report. The report stressed that financial
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fragility propagates quickly through global networks that are generated by
“a handful of large, complex financial intermediaries,” mostly transna-
tional banks (IMF 2010a, 1).

This, it is argued, constitutes a radical ideational shift, with important
bearing on the Fund’s analytical and operational apparatus. Indeed, con-
trary to common assumptions about the staff’s expertise gaps on finance
(see Chwieroth 2010; Moschella 2012), the IMF (2010a, 2012a) embraced a
critical approach to interconnectedness that highlights its political, spatial,
and institutional dimensions. In conceptualizing interconnectedness,
the IMF crossed the boundary from (analytically) invisible financial insti-
tutions in its macroeconomic models to conceive of transnational banks
as complex businesses whose market-based business models render
them “super-spreaders” of global systemic risk (see Haldane 2009; also
Howarth 2013) through tax, regulatory, and yield arbitrage (IMF 2010a,
2012a, 2013a; Laeven, Ratnovski, and Tong 2014; Sun 2011).

This article is animated by a simple question: How did the shift to
critical interconnectedness change the ideas about transnational banks
espoused by the IMF in developing/emerging countries? This is an
important, yet unexplored, question. Indeed, recent scholarship has
argued that international organizations may exercise significant ideational
influence over domestic policy processes beyond formal conditionality
(see Béland and Orenstein 2013; also Broome and Seabrooke 2012). Fur-
thermore, the new mandate for systemic surveillance allows the IMF to
turn its Article IV consultations into a vehicle for monitoring cross-border
financial spillovers at country level (IMF 2013a). In other words, while
the IMF may not have the legal mandate to change global banking activi-
ties, its ideas matter for “sympathetic” policymakers (Woods 2006) in
developing countries, particularly since the debate on cross-border
interconnectedness is incipient there. Conducted in terms of capital con-
trols (Gallagher 2011; Ostry, Ghosh, and Korinek 2012), its empirics
remain anchored in broad balance of payments categories (FDI, portfolio,
or debt flows) that shed little light on the actors and cross-border relation-
ships that give rise to capital flows.

Thus, while the article engages with the organizational dynamics
that shape ideational processes in international organizations (Chwieroth
2010, 2014; Seabrooke and Nilsson 2014) in order to trace the construction
of “cognitive authority” (Broome and Seabrooke 2012) on financial
interconnectedness, the focus here is on the IMF’s struggle to adapt this
critical concern with the super-spreaders at developing country level. The
article thus contributes to scholarship on the IMF’s treatment of transna-
tional finance. Much of this literature approaches the topic through the
lens of capital account issues (Chwieroth 2010; Gallagher 2011; Grabel
2013; Moschella 2012). Instead, the analysis here sheds light on financial
connections that underpin systemic risk, proposing a framework that
distinguishes between different mechanisms of interconnectedness, and
links these to changes in (global) banks’ business models.
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To do so, the article draws on insights about institutional
complementarities developed in the institutionalist tradition in compara-
tive political economy. In this literature, two sets of institutions are comple-
mentary if their interaction increases returns for both, and improves
aggregate economic performance (see Crouch et al. 2005). Well aware of the
complexities of the concept, including the need to account for origins,
structural differentiation, elite struggles, contingencies, and constraints
that govern the historical evolution of complementarities (see Crouch et al.
2005), the article uses a narrower definition of fragile complementarities in
order to capture the systemic consequences of connections structuring
global finance. Thus, it posits that fragile complementarities arise where
interactions increase individual returns but create financial fragility as an
externality. Following Streek (in Crouch et al. 2005), the article specifies
“contingencies and constraints” that enable or hinder actors’ pursuit of
fragile complementarities, in the form of regulatory regimes (including
capital controls), macroeconomic policies, and ideological positions on
financial liberalization. With this, the article further responds to recent calls
to focus on the activities of banks in the comparative political economy of
finance (see Hardie et al. 2013).

In developing countries, it is argued, transnational banks generate three
such fragile complementarities: with the domestic banking system (inter-
bank), with the central bank (protective), and with nonresident investors
(shadow). These can shift and shape each other. Bank-to-bank complemen-
tarities stem from cross-border banking flows through which resident banks
borrow from parents if affiliated to transnational banking groups or from
cross-border interbank markets. Bank-to-bank complementarities, often
driven by parent banks’ leverage cycles (Bruno and Shin 2014), feed credit
booms and asset bubbles that unravel when cross-border funding dries
out (Cetorelli and Goldberg 2011). Protective complementarities arise when
the central bank’s currency manipulation enables resident banks to expand
balance sheets by using their easier access to cross-border funding (Gabor
2012; Ostry, Ghosh, and Korinek 2012). Once the central bank intervenes in
currency markets, it relinquishes control over domestic liquidity and, with
that, its instruments to influence private financial relationships through
nonregulatory means (i.e., the cost and availability of reserves). By borrow-
ing abroad (from parents), resident banks can endogenously create domes-
tic liquidity to acquire high-yielding assets, thus inflating asset prices. In
turn, shadow complementarities are produced when global financial institu-
tions (nonresident hedge funds, asset managers) enter the local currency
(debt) markets of developing countries (see Feroli et al. 2014; Turner
2014). They cannot do so without first obtaining domestic liquidity from
resident banks (see IMF 1997). When motivated by short-term search for
yield, shadow complementarities are distinctly fragile. Nonresidents may
withdraw rapidly if conditions in international financial markets or mon-
etary policy in high-income countries change (Curcuru, Vega, and Hoek
2010), as the episode of “market tantrums” in early 2014 demonstrated
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(Feroli et al. 2014). Shadow complementarities are the fastest growing
financial linkages post crisis: As the local currency debt of developing
countries nearly doubled to USD9.1 trillion between 2008 and 2012, non-
residents’ share of that debt also doubled to 26.6% (see Turner 2014).

The article argues that IMF research and position papers recognize the
systemic risks embedded in these complementarities. In contrast to its
erstwhile insistence on capital account liberalization, the Fund now
admits that developing countries may want to limit participation in cross-
border financial networks. Yet this is a case of ideational change that does
not shape the IMF’s country-level advice. To make this point, the article
compares IMF policy advice in two distinctive regional settings. In Eastern
Europe’s crisis of cross-border banking after Lehman’s collapse, the IMF
reaffirmed the importance of allowing transnational banks to pursue
bank-to-bank complementarities that host authorities threatened to
curtail. Furthermore, the IMF advised that crisis management be reori-
ented to support profit generation through protective and shadow
complementarities. Conversely, for five Latin American countries con-
fronted with growing cross-border interconnectedness after 2009, a
similar split emerged between critical ideas of interconnectedness and
bilateral policy advice. Article IV reports highlight the risks underpinning
shadow complementarities, yet without a systematic scrutiny or concrete
policy proposals. In sum, at country level, the IMF’s ideas about the
systemic implications of integration in global financial architectures echo
the precrisis insistence that further financial deepening works better than
regulatory interventions to curtail the dangers of cross-border financial
activity.

The article first explores how the IMF engaged with the new financial
interconnectedness agenda. It then outlines a taxonomy of fragile connec-
tions in order to explore how the fresh ideas about systemic risk in global
banking travel into policy advice. The article concludes with three conjec-
tures about the causes of the observed outcomes for future research: time
lags, internal politics of the IMF country missions, and strategic manage-
ment of global legitimacy and local leverage.

Shifting Ideas about Systemic Interconnectedness

Theories of financial interconnectedness have changed rapidly since
the global financial crisis. The growing interconnectedness scholarship
can be divided into two distinctive approaches. The older, narrow
approach focuses on the domestic interbank market as the site of
interconnectedness. Studies typically conceive of banks as traditional
financial intermediaries that connect borrowers and savers inside
national borders, with shortfalls and surpluses of reserves traded on the
interbank market. The relevant question is how distinctive interbank con-
figurations influence systemic risk. Earlier research argued that dense
connections distribute risk better (Allen and Gale 2000) and sharpen
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incentives for banks to bail each other out in response to market stress
(Leitner 2005). In contrast, later studies proposed that larger, more inter-
connected banks increase financial fragility (Cont, Moussa, and Santos
2013; Freixas, Parigi, and Rochet 2000; Gai, Haldane, and Kapadia 2010).
Yet such models do not explain the causal mechanisms driving
interconnectedness.

The crisis generated more critical readings. An emerging “critical
interconnectedness” approach closely scrutinizes the systemic footprints
left by bank business models reliant on leverage, with cross-border con-
nections arising from a global search for yield that exploits variegated
regulatory and tax regimes. Most ideas came from ideational entrepre-
neurs, well established within central banks and international organiza-
tions, with first-hand experience of financial markets. Thus, Andrew
Haldane (2009), then the Bank of England’s director for Financial Stabil-
ity, first formulated the problem of transnational banks as “super-
spreaders” of systemic risk. He argued that banks had collectively
migrated to business models that prioritized the production and trading
of risk (through securitization and off-balance sheet instruments), lever-
aged proprietary trading, market making, and global management
of asset and liabilities. More politicized still, the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development’s Adrian Blundell-Wignall,
Wehinger, and Slovik (2009) and Blundell-Wignall, Atkinson, and Roulet
(2012) observed how Citigroup, Bank of America, UBS, Barclays, and
Deutsche Bank had become too big to fail through tax (havens) arbitrage
and aggressive lobbying. Drawing on Shin (2009), Janet Yellen (2013), of
the U.S. Federal Reserve, noted that networks of mutual exposures
became increasingly complex because banks could only grow by trading
with each other. In sum, global banks expanded rapidly through
complex, layered intra-(global) financial system relationships increas-
ingly disconnected from the “real” economy (Bruno and Shin 2014). Leh-
man’s collapse highlighted just how fragile these connections were.

The critical interconnectedness approach converges with the literature
that highlights the power of large financial institutions to intervene in
regulatory debates. Scholarship focused on the Basel regimes suggests
that the process of negotiating biting regulatory measures is particularly
ineffective when those measures affect transnational banks (see Helleiner
and Pagliari 2011). Instead, at least before the crisis, global banks were
successful at translating into Basel policy their preferred rules for internal
ratings or securitization (Claessens, Underhill, and Zhang 2006). Crucially,
banks won the ideational battle to be viewed as productive economic
actors, national champions that needed support and light-touch regulation
to become serious competitors in global financial markets (Christophers
2013).

As the global financial crisis disrupted this ideational consensus (Froud
et al. 2012), financial interconnectedness took a central role in global
reform agendas.
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The IMF’s Views of Interconnectedness

. . . Financial sector reforms are being considered to address the risks posed by
large and complex financial institutions (LCFIs). The vast majority of global
finance is intermediated by a handful of these institutions with growing inter-
connections within and across borders. (IMF 2010a, 1)

. . . the Fund’s recent Triennial Surveillance Review called for enhancing our
understanding of interconnectedness and incorporating this understanding into
the analysis of risks and policies. (IMF 2012a, 45)

Since the 1990s, the IMF sought to strengthen its ability to engage with
finance, both conceptually and operationally. In addition to paying more
attention to systemic financial issues in the regular Article IV consulta-
tions, it introduced the Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP) in
1999 as an instrument for regular country-level evaluations (Moschella
2012). Yet the global financial crisis called into question the effectiveness of
these efforts. For example, precrisis FSAP assessments were either
ignored by private financial institutions or, worse, praised countries that
turned out to have highly fragile financial sectors (see Seabrooke and
Nilsson 2014). Bilateral surveillance failed to trace the rapid growth in
systemic cross-border financial flows that would have required capital
controls (see Gabor 2012).

Indeed, scholarly accounts of the IMF’s attempts to mainstream finance
in its analytic apparatus highlight the incremental, often contested, nature
of reform. First, the organizational and professional politics of the IMF
matter. Chwieroth (2010) drew attention to the professional socialization
of IMF staff, versed in general equilibrium macroeconomics that ignores
finance. With skills gaps and limited resources, Seabrooke and Nilsson
(2014) note, the professional composition of FSAP teams—IMF permanent
staff and external consultants—plays an important role in the organization
and message of the FSAP assessments. Second, scholars argue that the
preference of powerful members on the Executive Board may prompt
ideational entrepreneurs within the IMF to “add at the margin,” often in a
transformative manner, rather than take a radical approach (Chwieroth
2014; Moschella 2012).

In contrast, the interconnectedness agenda placed on the IMF the
demands of “big-bang change.” The spring 2009 G20 meeting gave the
Fund, along with the FSB and the BIS, the theoretical remit to construct
analytical frames for large systemically important institutions and to
develop templates to improve the data collected on their interco-
nnectedness (through the G20–IMF Data Gaps Initiative). This remit was
further strengthened by the Fund’s new mandate for multilateral surveil-
lance (Moschella 2012), which involves tracing cross-border spillovers,
and by the 2011 Triennial Surveillance review that stressed the need for
fast analytical progress on interconnectedness (IMF 2012a, 45). Further-
more, the emphasis that the aforementioned 2009 country survey placed
on interconnectedness also implied a new willingness from countries on
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the Executive Board to allow the IMF staff a free hand to build new
analytical frameworks.

Scholars would expect the IMF to struggle to compete in this context of
overlapping theoretical mandates because its academic-trained staff has
little direct experience with financial markets, either through employment
or as regulators—unlike the BIS and FSB (see Moschella 2012; also
Seabrooke and Nilsson 2014). Olivier Blanchard, the IMF’s chief econo-
mist, illustrated well this expectation when he recognized that before
coming to the Fund: “I thought of the financial system as a set of arbitrage
equations,” where the details of financial intermediation had no analytical
relevance (Wessel 2013). The general equilibrium macroeconomics in
which he and other IMF economists were trained treated banks as passive
intermediaries in a process controlled by the central bank’s monetary
policy decisions (Gabor 2010).

Yet the first Understanding Financial Interconnectedness Report, published
in October 2010, and subsequent reports (see IMF 2012a), including Spill-
over reports (IMF 2013b), calls this prediction into question. Rather than
following the narrow interconnectedness view, the 2010 report embraces a
critical approach. Written by the Strategy, Policy, and Review Department
and the Monetary and Capital Markets Department (MCM henceforth),
the report highlights the importance of complex business models in global
banking. It provides rich empirical detail of, among others, the Swiss
financial industry, offshore (tax-haven) conduits, and funding exposures
of the Greek financial sector, and it identifies several critical fault lines,
including cross-border, cross-currency wholesale funding, shadow
banking, etc.

Such in-depth analysis suggests that IMF staff was, one year after
Lehman, more familiar with complex details of global financial architec-
tures than commonly assumed. This finding fits well with recent argu-
ments that international organizations are more flexible in the ideas they
choose to mobilize than commonly assumed (Béland and Orenstein 2013).
New ideas emerge through ideational struggles in a context-contingent,
expert-dominated environment (Seabrooke and Nilsson 2014), rather than
entrenchment in ideological positions or the interest of the powerful
states. This is particularly important during crises that require new cogni-
tive maps, as with globally systemic financial institutions. The IMF staff
thus had room to engage with the new ideas on interconnectedness intro-
duced by high-profile ideational entrepreneurs, not only in its academic-
type research (see Cerutti et al. 2010; Laeven, Ratnovksi, and Tong 2014;
Sun 2011) but also in its more formal staff reports and position papers
(see IMF 2010a, 2012a, 2013b). Indeed, the 2012 Enhancing Surveillance:
Interconnectedness and Clusters report goes as far as to recognize that devel-
oping countries should reassert their influence over private finance, as
critical finance scholars have called for (Gabor 2012; Gallagher 2011).

How can countries change the mechanisms through which transna-
tional banks carry systemic risks inside their borders? The IMF lacks
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definitive answers because it has not yet brought together its critical
interconnectedness ideas into a coherent analytical framework that can
capture the architecture of interconnectedness at country level and
because of significant data gaps at individual bank level (see IMF 2012a).
The next section proposes such a framework.

Theorizing Fragile Connections

From a critical interconnectedness perspective, systemic risks arise as an
externality of cross-border connections established by global banks
through market-based business models. Thus, the concept of fragile
complementarities introduced above captures the idea that individual
gains from financial transactions increase systemic risk, as well as Streek’s
observation that conceptually, complementarities require “contingencies
and constraints” enabling or interfering with actors’ actions (Crouch et al.
2005, 364). As shown below, a regime of closed capital accounts, tight
liquidity conditions, and financial repression will hinder banks from pur-
suing fragile complementarities, and vice versa.

This section explores in detail three fragile complementarities forged by
transnational banks in emerging countries: (1) bank-to-bank, with domestic
banks; (2) protective, with central banks; and (3) shadow, with nonresident
financial actors. The taxonomy maps well onto the different components
of systemic risk that regulators have targeted since 2009 through the Basel
III provisions, macroprudential policies, and capital controls (see De
Nicolò, Favara, and Ratnovski 2012; also see Figure 1). For example, easy
liquidity conditions on the interbank market, arising from the central
bank’s currency interventions, enable the local banking system to sustain
credit booms that feed housing bubbles. Macroprudential policies would
curtail credit risk by reducing banks’ reliance on cross-border markets to
fund asset growth. Conversely, nonresident interest in domestic assets
may inflate asset prices and appreciate the domestic currency, increasing
risks of asset bubbles and falling currencies. Capital controls can restrict
nonresident access to domestic asset markets and contain currency risk.
The framework further allows highlighting the risks that the IMF’s
research has identified in relationship to fragile complementarities (see
Table 1).

Bank-to-Bank Complementarities

Bank-to-bank complementarities stem from cross-border banking flows
through which transnational banks allocate liquidity to affiliates through
internal capital markets or lend to nonaffiliated local banks (Bruno and
Shin 2014; Cetorelli and Goldberg 2011; also IMF 2011a). The concept of
internal capital markets refers to centralized liquidity management deci-
sions made by parent banks that compare profitable opportunities in
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different jurisdictions (contingent on regulatory and tax regimes) and
move funds from low- to high-profitability jurisdictions.

Before 2008, cross-border banking flows exploded from USD7 trillion in
2000 to USD25 trillion by September 2008. Drawing on narratives of
market efficiency that shaped precrisis regulatory regimes (Froud et al.
2012), regulators trusted that foreign banks would help countries over-
come the constraints of low savings rates and improve capital allocation.
Aside from a few, mostly East Asian, countries that sought to curtail credit
booms (see Gabor 2012), global banks could move capital across borders
without much regulatory interference.

The systemic risks underpinning bank-to-bank complementarities
became visible once Lehman collapsed. With funding pressures from
exposures to complex financial products in the USA, parent banks cur-
tailed net lending to affiliates (Cetorelli and Goldberg 2011). Indeed, regu-
lators discovered how little they knew about the complex connections
between and within global banks that typically had thousands of affiliates
operating in many countries (Cerutti et al. 2010).

The IMF (2010b, 11) recognized the “destabilizing . . . floods and
draughts” of cross-border banking and later proposed, in a Staff Position
Paper (IMF 2011a), two policy measures to constrain cross-border connec-
tions. Regulators could either fragment internal capital markets, curbing
the free movement of liquidity within the banking group, or restrict

FIGURE 1
Transnational Banks and the Architecture of Domestic
Interconnectedness
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resident banks’ foreign borrowing (see Table 1). Both measures would
enact a local banking model reliant on domestic sources of funding (retail
deposits or domestic capital markets).

Protective Complementarities

Protective complementarities stem from the intersection of banks’ market-
based activities and central banks’ currency manipulation. In developing
countries that receive large capital inflows, central banks typically inter-
vene in currency markets to curb excessive currency speculation (see
Mohanty and Berger 2013 for a survey of central banks). In doing so,
central banks transfer control of domestic liquidity conditions to resident
banks, enabling them to expand balance sheets and inflate asset prices.
Entangled in global financial cycles, central banks must choose between
independent monetary policy and capital controls (Rey 2013).

Until recently, the IMF advised central banks in developing countries
that macroeconomic management should be limited to changing interest
rates to control price inflation (Gabor 2010). The IMF reconsidered its
position post crisis, recognizing that exchange rate management may mini-
mize the costs of financialized globalization (Ostry, Ghosh, and Korinek
2012). This step forward in policy autonomy, however, downplays the
consequences for interbank money markets and interconnectedness in
general. Once the central bank intervenes in currency markets, it relin-
quishes control of domestic liquidity conditions, and with that, its influence
over private financial relationships through the cost and availability of
official funding. It enables resident banks to create domestic currency by
borrowing abroad. Consider this scenario: Santander Chile borrows U.S.
dollars from the parent (Santander Spain) and swaps the foreign currency
with the Chilean central bank, since the latter does not want the domestic
currency to appreciate. Santander Chile now has Chilean pesos (reserves)
without paying the interest rate in the Chilean interbank market, pesos that
it can use to acquire high-yielding Chilean assets (equity, sovereign debt,
private debt) or to lend to local banks.As Figure 1 suggests, Santander Chile
thus links together the currency, interbank and asset markets.

For the IMF, this is not a problem as long as the Chilean central bank can
borrow or buy those Chilean pesos (reserves) back from Santander Chile
through what are known as sterilization operations (see IMF 1997; Mohanty
and Berger 2013; Ostry, Ghosh, and Korinek 2012; also Gabor 2012). While
it warns that sterilizations may perversely trigger more capital inflows—
since Santander Chile can repeat the operation above to increase holdings
of low-risk sterilization instruments—the IMF continues to endorse it as the
instrument best suited to control domestic liquidity conditions. But in this
position, the IMF falls into the precrisis trap of portraying banks as passive
intermediaries in a process actively controlled by the central bank. Rather,
Santander Chile ultimately decides whether it lends back the pesos to the
central bank in sterilization operations or purchases instead other high-
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yielding assets. Its decision ultimately rests on relative returns: Santander
Chile compares returns on sterilization operations with other yields on
private assets or government bonds. In fact, Painceira (2012) persuasively
argues, even if the central bank sterilizes its currency interventions fully,
the effects of this action would still be expansionary because banks receive
safe assets in exchange for liquidity and can use those assets as collateral to
raise further funding and expand balance sheets.

The institutional incentives at play make it difficult to constrain banks
in the pursuit of protective complementarities. Both central banks and
governments benefit from banks’ intermediation of capital inflows, the
former because capital inflows appreciate the domestic currency and keep
import prices low, the latter because banks’ demand for sovereign debt
increases market liquidity and reduces sovereign yields. The difficulty lies
in recognizing that these benefits are cyclical. When central banks do so,
they can exclude banks altogether from sterilization operations or impose
capital controls that reduce the necessity of currency interventions.

Shadow Complementarities

Shadow complementarities arise through the presence of global financial
actors with short-term horizons in the local currency debt markets of
developing countries. They occur “in the shadows” of banking via off-
balance sheet, over-the-counter transactions. The contours of these
shadows are traceable. Consider the JP Morgan’s NEXGEM index that
captures the costs of dollar debt for “frontier” developing countries.
Between 2009 and 2012, restored international risk appetite reduced
average NEXGEM yields from 20% to 6%. Furthermore, on the back of
quantitative easing in high-income countries, sizable flows have targeted
local currency debt markets in emerging countries, bringing the strategies
of global asset managers under increased scrutiny (Feroli et al. 2014).

The question of how these managers incorporate local debt markets in
global financial networks emerges as a critical aspect of cross-border
fragility. The IMF (2011b) highlights distinctive investor types. “Real
money” investors (private wealth funds, mutual funds, insurance or
pension funds) follow a long-term approach driven by the search for safe
assets. In contrast, short-term investors (hedge funds, investment banks)
typically rely on cross-currency, leveraged risk trading known as carry
trades. Therein lies a danger. Carry traders borrow in low-yielding
(funding) currencies and invest in higher-yielding currencies. In the
example above, Santander Chile engaged in a carry by funding its hold-
ings of sterilization instruments through dollar loans from the parent
bank. The higher the leverage carry-traders take, the higher their returns.
Conversely, since carry profits disappear if the target currency depreciates,
or if funding costs increase (when the central bank of the funding cur-
rency raises interest rates), carry trades constitute the most volatile trading
strategy of foreign financial actors (Curcuru, Vega, and Hoek 2010; Feroli
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et al. 2014; IMF 2011c). As Paulo Batista Nogueira, Brazil’s representative
to the IMF put it, “non-resident investors behave in a systematically dif-
ferent way to residents” (Financial Times 2012). Indeed, most capital con-
trols that developing countries, including Peru and Brazil (see IMF 2011c),
have introduced since 2009 focus on restricting nonresident carry trades.1

How does the nonresident carry increase interconnectedness? Carry-
traders can either take a pure currency speculative position or purchase
high-yielding local currency assets, including central bank sterilization
instruments (see IMF 2011c). They can only do so if a resident bank
provides the local currency (IMF 1997; Fritz and Prates 2014; Gabor 2012).
By providing domestic currency, resident banks connect foreign investors
with domestic asset markets and sharpen cyclicality in those markets
(Feroli et al. 2014; Turner 2014). Furthermore, transnational banks are best
placed to sustain shadow complementarities. Through the protective
complementarities described earlier, transnational banks can generate the
domestic liquidity demanded by nonresident investors: Santander Chile
borrows dollars from the parent, exchanges those for Chilean pesos with
the Chilean central bank, and lends the pesos to nonresident investors
(U.S. hedge funds) who then buy Chilean equities or government bonds.

While the IMF (2012a) Interconnectedness report does not mention
nonresidents, the IMF (2012b) report detailing the new institutional view
on capital controls agrees that developing countries can discourage
shadow complementarities either by targeting the nonresidents with
capital controls or by constraining the relationships between resident
banks and nonresidents since “restrictions on nonresident access to
funding in local currency can at times make currency speculation more
difficult” (IMF 2012b, 27), a view going as far back as the 1997 East Asian
crisis (see IMF 1997).

The next sections explore how these ideational openings at the Fund
traveled in its multilateral crisis management and bilateral policy advice.

The Practice of the IMF’s Critical Approach to Interconnectedness

Multilateral Crisis Management and the Vienna Initiative

The Vienna Initiative (VI) refers to an ad hoc institutional arrangement set
up in early 2009 to deal with the urgent threat that Western European
banks, systemic in Eastern European banking systems, would leave the
region (De Haas and van Lelyveld 2011; also Pistor 2010). It brought
together international organizations (including the IMF), home/host
regulators, and parent banks, seeking to renew the latter’s commitments
to the region.2 Completed successfully in 2010, a second round (VI2) was
initiated in early 2012 to address the potential spillovers of the European
banking and sovereign crisis.

Throughout the 2000s, interconnected banking flourished in Eastern
Europe. With few exceptions (Slovenia, Czech Republic), Western
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European banks became dominant in national financial systems, pursu-
ing fragile complementarities against a political context of European mem-
bership (ambitions) that left little room for capital controls and ill-defined
cross-border regulatory responsibilities. Transnational banks lent to affili-
ates in Eastern Europe to the tune of $1.3 trillion exposure by 2008, with
Austrian banks accounting for almost 20%, followed by Italian and German
banks (17% and 15%). In turn, affiliates fed household credit and real estate
bubbles (Kudrna and Gabor 2013; Pistor 2010) and engaged in carry trades
through the large sterilization operations of local central banks that sought
to prevent the currency appreciation attending such large inflows (Gabor
2012). Indeed, domestic banking systems had structural excesses of liquid-
ity across the region, a symptom of central bank currency interventions and
partial sterilizations (see Balogh 2009; De Haas and van Lelyveld 2011;
Gabor 2012). When host regulators tried to curb credit booms, parent banks
resorted to regulatory arbitrage, extending, for example, direct cross-
border credit to companies based in host countries (Pistor 2010).

In Vienna, the IMF and other participants shared a common diagnostic
of cross-border vulnerabilities that focused on interbank fragilities (see
Table 1). Having relied excessively on cross-border loans (De Haas and van
Lelyveld 2011; European Bank Coordination Initiative [EBCI] 2011), affili-
ates became exposed to the parents’ scramble for liquidity after Lehman.
Yet Vienna participants disagreed on how to encourage a local banking
model, and representatives from the IMF’s European department sided
with the transnational banks.

Thus, host authorities sought to reform bank activities through regula-
tory means. Several countries introduced (informal) capital controls
during late 2008, either to ring-fence resident banks’ assets (and thus
restrict bank-to-bank complementarities, in Poland, Croatia, and Turkey;
see Cerutti et al. 2010) or to restrict resident banks from providing domes-
tic currency to nonresident speculators (and thus limit shadow
complementarities in Latvia or Romania; see Buiter and Sibert 2008; Gabor
2012), just as East Asian countries did in 1997 (see IMF 1997).

The IMF, already a lender to several countries (Romania, Hungary,
Latvia, Ukraine), joined transnational banks in advocating a gradual and
largely market-based transition to the local banking model. Indeed, VI
reports, coauthored by IMF staff, stressed “the commitment to free move-
ment of bank liquidity and capital in accordance with the Treaty for EU
members” (EBCI 2012, 1), thus reaffirming the sanctity of unrestricted
internal capital markets even at the height of the European banking crisis
in 2011–2012. In turn, Vienna discussions made no reference to the sys-
temic risks accompanying banks’ market-based activities, evident from
the rapid deterioration of financial systems across Eastern Europe after
Lehman’s collapse (see Gabor 2012), all too familiar to Eastern Europe
from previous banking crises (see Christensen 2004). Rather, the IMF and
transnational banks wrote joint policy papers to propose that local
banking essentially required host countries to enact policy measures that
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would improve the availability of domestic savings, so that resident banks
would not need to borrow abroad (EBCI 2011, 2012). With this, the IMF
suggested that further financial liberalization (financial deepening), rather
than formal constraints on bank activities, would best guide the transition
from the precrisis interconnected banking paradigm.

Furthermore, transnational banks became important actors in the IMF’s
conditionality. During the 1980s debt crisis, scholars highlighted a close
relationship through which banks enlisted IMF support to ensure that
developing countries repaid their debt (see Bernal 1982). In Eastern Europe,
that relationship took a new turn, yet undocumented in the literature. Thus,
it is important to remember that the Fund designs conditionality policies
that ask the domestic actors deemed responsible for the crisis to undergo
macroeconomic adjustments, be they governments (fiscal adjustment),
state-owned companies (privatization), central banks (monetary tighten-
ing), or labor (wage cuts). But in Eastern Europe’s crisis of cross-border
banking that forced several countries to ask for IMF support, the actors
responsible instead sought reassurances that crisis measures would remain
supportive of their profitability in exchange for lending to affiliates:

We are aware that it is in our collective interest and in the interest of Hungary
for all of us to reconfirm, in a coordinated way, our commitment to maintain our
overall exposure to Hungary. Mechanisms to specify this effort will be devel-
oped in due course, taking into account availability of adequate lending opportu-
nities or alternative investment instruments in Hungary.3 (European Banking
Group Coordination Meeting for Hungary 2009)

In other words, transnational banks demanded that host authorities rees-
tablish protective and shadow complementarities. Conversely, the joint
reports advised central banks against discriminating between local and
foreign-owned banks when providing emergency liquidity support (EBCI
2010; Kudrna and Gabor 2013). Without this liquidity, foreign-owned
banks could not reconnect with nonresident investors that were returning
to the region, nor could they buy local government debt, rapidly rising
due to the crisis.

What explains this reluctance to bring a critical interconnectedness
approach to the Vienna debates? In Vienna, the IMF left change at the
discretion of transnational banks. This outcome chimes well with the
literature on policy change in a context with overlapping bureaucratic
responsibilities (Barnett and Finnemore 2004). International institutions
“co-evolve” through incremental change rather than through new, riskier,
rules (Broome 2013). Thus, in the VI, the IMF’s institutional learning about
financial interconnectedness had no grounding in a legal mandate
(Moschella 2012). The Executive Board only extended the IMF’s remit to
include multilateral consultations in January 2013, under the new Inte-
grated Surveillance Framework (IMF 2013a). Furthermore, consistency
with its ideational shift would have required the IMF to explicitly question
the European principle of full capital mobility, a political priority of Euro-
pean institutions and old member states (at least until the Cyprus crisis).
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Would ideas about interconnectedness travel better to different political
contexts? To address this question the article examines the IMF’s bilateral
surveillance in five Latin American countries (LA5) that experienced
growing financial interconnectedness after 2009. The context is different
not only in terms of the actors with stakes in cross-border intercon-
nectedness, but also in what concerns the IMF’s role. Thus, the article
focuses on the IMF’s activities of financial surveillance to alert authorities
about risks related to cross-border financial flows through Article IV
consultations.

The IMF’s Bilateral Financial Surveillance in Latin America

In an open letter to the Financial Times in February 2013, Felipe Larrain, the
Chilean Minister of Finance, warned that quantitative easing in high-
income countries (read USA) was pushing four Latin American countries
(Mexico, Chile, Colombia, and Peru) into embracing Brazil’s approach to
“currency wars” (Larrain 2013). Since 2009, Brazil had vocally contested
quantitative easing, which it described as deliberate attempts to gain com-
petitiveness at the expense of developing countries. Confronted with the
threat of appreciating currencies, Brazil argued, developing countries had
to experiment with capital controls (see Chamon and Garcia 2013).

Indeed, LA5 countries experienced a rapid build-up of fragile com-
plementarities between 2009 and 2012. First, foreign banks have an uneven
presence across this group. In Brazil, foreign banks control 17% of banking
assets, a similar level to Colombia (22%), but significantly less than in Chile
(37%), Peru (51%), and Mexico (74%). Despite these structural differences,
cross-border interbank loans increased rapidly once high-income countries
introduced quantitative easing in March 2009 (see Figure 2), nearly dou-
bling in Peru, Colombia, and Brazil, with lower but sustained growth in
Mexico and Chile. Similarly, debt held by nonresidents fell by an average of
30% across LA5 immediately after Lehman, to then double (Colombia) or
triple (rest LA5) in volume (see Table 2). In an effort to stem currency
appreciation, central banks intervened in currency markets, leading to
large sterilizations of an average of 20% of GDP. across the group between
2010 and 2012. Despite these interventions, exchange rates appreciated by
around 30% for Chile and Colombia, 25% for Peru, and 10% for Mexico.

How did the IMF advice address the fragilities underpinning stronger
interconnectedness, beyond recognizing, as, for example, in the 2012
Brazil report (IMF 2012c), the “chronic problem” of capital inflows?

Despite the rapid growth in cross-border bank lending to LA5 coun-
tries, the attending fragilities remains surprisingly underexamined in IMF
country reports. Reports highlighted risks stemming from the European
banking crisis (IMF 2012c, 2012d, 2012e, 2012f), but suggested that these
were manageable as long as resident banks borrowed in U.S. markets, as
if the IMF’s own research had not emphasized that super-spreaders act,
and spread contagion, across global financial architectures. Moreover, the
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FIGURE 2
Cross-Border Bank-to-Bank Loans, from BIS Banks, 1995–2012, USD
bn.

Source: IMF-World Bank External debt hub.
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various country reports produced between 2010 and 2013 show no sys-
tematic scrutiny of the sectors, financial or otherwise, targeted by rapidly
growing banking flows.

The closest the IMF came to examining super-spreaders was in the
country reports for Mexico, but rather to warn about negative spillovers of
tighter global regulations. The Mexico reports first noted that curbs on
borrowing from parent bank were effective in creating a local banking
model (IMF 2011d, 2012f), as in other LA5 countries. Yet the Fund also
warned that the wave of global regulatory initiatives (Dodd–Frank, Basel
III, or surcharges on global banks) might have negative consequences for
banks’ market activities. Faced with tighter regulatory regimes, transna-
tional banks would reduce market-making and trading in derivative/
private debt markets. Thus, the IMF stressed the trade-off between
regulation and financial deepening without questioning the cyclical
nature of the latter.

As for protective complementarities, the IMF reports highlighted the
costs of massive sterilization across the region (IMF 2012c, 2012d, 2012e,
2013c, 2013d). If the Fund was intent on exploring interconnectedness, it
would ask how currency manipulation enabled resident banks to trade risk
or to lend to nonresidents in pursuit of shadow complementarities (see
Fritz and Prates 2014; also Kaltenbrunner 2010). Instead, country reports
note central bank operations without analyzing any systemic implications,
in sharp contrast to IMF policy papers on the management of capital flows
(see IMF 2011c for a detailed analysis of Peru). Colombia’s decision to issue
long-maturity sterilization bonds, explicitly designed to discourage carry
trades, is relegated to a footnote (IMF 2013e, also 2012e)—still better than
the silence on Peru’s capital controls on nonresident holdings of steriliza-
tion instruments. The 2012 country report notes that the Peruvian central
bank only sterilized part of its currency interventions (IMF 2012g), while
the Chile report remarks in passing that the Chilean peso shifted from being

TABLE 2
Indicators of Interconnectedness

Debt Held by Nonresidents
(USD Billion)

Central Bank
Sterilization

2007 2008 2012
(% GDP over

2010–2012)

Brazil 82.9 77.1 295.6 18.8
Chile 10.9 8.4 25.6 37.4
Colombia 12.6 11.4 26.3 23.2
Peru 8.2 5.8 18.9 20
Mexico 59.5 43.6 190.6 19.6

Source: IMF-World Bank External debt hub, central bank Web sites, IMF country reports.
Note: Sterilizations were averaged over 2010–2012 due data availability gaps.
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a funding currency for carry trades into Brazil to target currency once the
central bank raised interest rates (IMF 2012d, 2013d).

The IMF was most consistent with its critical interconnectedness
approach when engaging with shadow complementarities. Country
reports highlighted the risks associated with the flood of nonresidents into
LA5 local debt markets, with strong warnings such as “the high tenure of
sovereign domestically issued debt held by nonresidents makes Peru vul-
nerable to a rapid reversal in risk sentiment” (IMF 2013c, 15) or “given the
impact that a surge in global risk aversion could have on emerging markets
as an asset class, including sound countries like Mexico, the large portfolio
exposure of foreign market participants represents significant risks” (IMF
2012f, 40). Yet policy advice falls short, despite calls from Brazil to focus
analytical attention on the distinctiveness of nonresidents. The Peru and
Brazil reports (IMF 2012c, 2013c) simply noted that authorities were pre-
pared to tighten residency-based capital controls in response to a surge in
inflows. The same analytical reluctance is manifest for Colombia (IMF
2013e), which relaxed controls on nonresidents in December 2012.

Avenues for Future Research

What explains this struggle to adapt critical interconnectedness ideas at
country level? While a causal account is outside the scope of this analysis,
tentative answers open up three avenues for further research.

Thus, to address the conflict between theoretical and country-level
positions on financial interconnectedness, scholars could examine the
conjecture that norm entrepreneurs inside the IMF are gradually building
the kind of internal influence that would make their critical inter-
connectedness ideas shape the positions of field staff. This may be the case
given the inclusion of financial linkages in the immediate priorities of the
IMF’s financial surveillance strategy, with clear resource commitments,
and progress in the G20 Data Gaps Initiatives (see IMF 2013f). Both
resource and data constraints could thus become less relevant in internal
ideational battles on interconnectedness.

Yet it is intriguing that some country reports do mention and (rarely)
analyze systemic connections forged by transnational and nonresident
investors. In other words, the staff writing these reports seems aware of
fragile connections, but reluctant to explore them systematically and to
draw policy implications. This typically occurs where staff from the MCM
department joins the mission, as in the Mexico or Colombia Article IV
consultations (see IMF 2012e, 2012f). Future research could explore the
internal dynamics of IMF country missions, asking how the presence of
MCM staff shapes ideas about interconnectedness at country level.

Another line of research could frame the puzzle in terms of the Fund’s
strategic management of its global legitimacy and local leverage. Its
engagement with global dialogues on interconnectedness suggests the IMF
has taken important steps to move away from the precrisis image as an
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institution that does not understand global finance. Yet at country level,
different politics underpin the IMF’s leverage. There, its best bet is to
engage with “sympathetic” policy institutions. Therein lies the difficulty.
An actor-based analysis of cross-border interconnectedness would force
the IMF to confront central banks, typically their closest allies in domestic
policy arenas, with the idea that their sterilized currency interventions may
contribute to asset bubbles whenever these interventions involve resident
banks or nonresident investors. The problem is not so much that central
banks refuse to engage with questions of interconnectedness. The 2009
survey showed its centrality in the postcrisis introduction of
macroprudential policies. The real challenge may be that IMF staff still
disagrees on the basic principles that should underpin the governance of
interconnected financial systems. Only a coherent view of finance would
allow the Fund to recognize that its critical interconnectedness approach
must go hand in hand with a normalization of capital controls, not as a
last-resort solution—the current stance (Gabor 2012)—but as part of day-
to-day policy toolkit.

Conclusion

The IMF’s position on financial interconnectedness has summoned a new
image of global banks spreading risks across national financial systems.
The institution recognizes that the governance of financial interco-
nnectedness requires countries to think about the financial interactions
produced by (global) banks, that those interactions may produce systemic
vulnerabilities and that developing countries have to manage them more
assertively if they wish to benefit from financial globalization.

To better examine the extent to which this radical intellectual shift
travels to policy advice, this article proposed a taxonomy of fragile con-
nections that captures the most pervasive mechanisms through which
cross-border banks carry and create systemic risks across and within
borders. It suggests that Fund’s crisis advice in Eastern Europe and its
financial surveillance of Latin American countries confronted with
growing cross-border interconnectedness does not explore these relation-
ships in sufficient depth, nor does it attempt to formulate policy recom-
mendations that would assist countries to construct a clearer picture of
which financial actors are to be encouraged and which to be left out.
Without these, the better theorizing of financial interconnectedness seems
to be a strategic decision to build global credibility in the ongoing discus-
sions about the reform of systemic transnational banking.
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Notes

1. After 2008, capital controls targeting nonresidents were introduced in
Ukraine, Peru, Thailand, Brazil, South Korea, Iceland, and Colombia (see
IMF 2012b).

2. The following banks participated in the Vienna Initiative meetings:
Bayerische Landesbank, Eurobank EFG, Erste Bank, Intesa Sanpaolo, KBC,
National Bank of Greece, OTB Bank, Piraeus Bank, Raiffeisen Bank Interna-
tional, Societe Generale, Swedbank, and Unicredit.

3. Broadly identical statements were released for Romania, Latvia, Lithuania.
Author’s emphasis.
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